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 These materials are for information purposes only and do not constitute or form part of an offer or invitation to

sell or issue or the solicitation of an offer or invitation to buy or subscribe for securities of New China Life

Insurance Company Ltd. (the “Company”) or any of its holding company or affiliates in any jurisdiction. No part

of these materials shall form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with any contract or commitment

whatsoever.

 The information or opinions contained in these materials has not been independently verified. No

representation or warranty, whether expressed or implied, is made as to, and no reliance should be placed on,

the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of such information or opinions contained herein. The

information and opinions contained in these materials are provided as of the date of the presentation, are

subject to change without notice and will not be updated or otherwise revised to reflect any developments,

which may occur after the date of the presentation. The Company, any of its affiliates, directors, supervisors,

senior managers, officers, employees, advisers and any of their respective representatives shall not have any

liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising from or in reliance upon any

information contained or presented in or derived from these materials or otherwise arising in connection with

these materials.

 These materials contain statements that reflect the Company’s current beliefs and expectations about the

future as of the respective dates indicated herein. These forward-looking statements are based on a number of

assumptions about the Company’s operations and businesses and on factors beyond the Company’s control,

and are subject to significant risks and uncertainties, and, accordingly, the actual results may differ materially

from these forward-looking statements. You should not place undue reliance on any of such forward-looking

information. The Company assumes no obligation whatsoever to update or otherwise revise these forward-

looking statements for new information, events or circumstances that emerge subsequent to such dates.
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I. A New Era for China

Socialism with Chinese characteristics ushers in a new era, bringing new 

opportunities for the life insurance industry.

Increase the quality of employment and income. Purchasing power risenBenefits for 

Economy
Make new ground in pursuing opening up on all fronts.

International 

competitiveness 

enhanced

Benefits for 

Society

What we now face is the contradiction between

unbalanced and inadequate development and the people's

ever-growing needs for a better life.

Build a safety net and necessary institutions to develop a

sustainable multi-tiered social security system covering

entire population with clearly defined rights,

responsibilities, and support that hits the right level.

Promote the childbirth policy to mesh with related

economic and social policies, and carry out research on

population development strategy.

Demands for life 

insurance raised

Room for commercial 

insurance enlarged

Potential customers 

increased 

Benefits for 

Life 

Insurance 

Industry

Implement the Healthy China initiative and develop health-

related industries.

Respond proactively to population aging, adopt policies

and foster a social environment in which senior citizens

are respected, cared for, and live happily in their later

years. Provide integrated elderly care and medical

services, and develop old-age programs and industries.

Industry environment 

improved
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I. A New Era for China

The new vision of development guides the building of a modernized economy.

Life insurance industry should follow the new vision of development in practice.

Quality first, 

performance prioritized
Principle

Main Task Supply-side structural reform

Reform of efficiency

Reform of quality

Goals

Reform of drivers

Better quality, more efficient, fairer 

and more sustainable

Strengthen life 

insurance industry

Leverage on products 

and service

Improve products 

and service quality

Develop protection 

business

Increase sale and 

operation efficiency

Shift from scale-based, 

extensive growth to 

healthy, sustainable, 

intensive growth

Measures
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II. A New Time for Life Insurance Industry 

Strict regulation has become the new normal, posing higher requirements 

for life insurance industry.

• Focus on and strengthen main business, improve

competitiveness on protection against risks, risk

management and long-term saving and

investment, serve as the buffer and stabilizer of

economy and society

• Focus on protection, inspire creativity and vitality of

market players

• Leverage on the long-term capital to serve such national

strategic programs as “Belt and Road Initiative”, regional

economic development and Made in China 2025

• Strengthen risk awareness and prevention, and clarify

responsibilities of risk mitigation
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Return to the 
essence of 
insurance

Serve the real 
economy

Prevent financial 
risks



40% 43%
54%

62%
55% 56% 56% 56%

II. A New Time for Life Insurance Industry 

1. Change development approach

• Shift drivers of business model from single premiums to renewal premiums.

Note: Data sourced from annual reports of listed companies.

Following the development trend of the nation, economy and regulation, life 

insurance industry needs to transform in three aspects:

Proportion of 

FYRP

Proportion of renewal

premiums

Proportion of  

single premiums
Proportion of FYP
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2013 20152014 2016 Future
2013 20152014 2016 Future

Proportion of FYRP from four 

listed insurance companies

Proportion of renewal premiums from 

four listed insurance companies



77% 75%
66% 63%

82%

II. A New Time for Life Insurance Industry 

2. Foster new drivers of growth

• The pilot program of personal tax-deferred pension insurance shall be launched 

by the end of 2017, forming new drivers for protection business.

• Shift focuses from wealth management products to pension and health products.

Note: Data sourced from the website of CIRC. 9

2013 20152014 2016 Aug. 2017 Future

2%

25%
30%

41%

52%

68%

2011 20132012 2014 2015 Future2016

Proportion of investment related premiums

Proportion of  protection related premiums

Industry proportion of 

protection related premiums

Industry growth rate of 

health insurance



55%
49%

39%
36%

41%

II. A New Time for Life Insurance Industry 

3. Change competition landscape

• Industry giants will regain dominance instead of losing their 
market shares. 

Note: Data sourced from the website of CIRC. 10

2013 20152014 2016 Aug. 2017 Future

Other players Proportion of  GWP from four listed 

insurance companies

Proportion of GWP from four listed insurance companies in the industry



53%

32%
21% 15%

31%

68%

88%

57%

32%

73%
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III. A New Stage for NCI

NCI has achieved fruitful results through two years of transformation.

Note:  All data present with united standards.

+15ppts

As of September 2017, agents from individual insurance channel totaled 330,000, up by

13%, and monthly average comprehensive productivity reached RMB7093, up by 13%.

2015 Sep. 2017

Proportion of 

renewal premiums

Proportion of 

FYRP

Proportion of 

10+ FYRP

Proportion of 

health insurance 

premiums

Proportion of FYP 

from individual 

insurance channel

1. Business structure optimized 

2. Sales team further  consolidated

+56ppts +36ppts +17ppts +42ppts



III. A New Stage for NCI

In 2016, the General Meeting of shareholders of NCI deliberated and

approved the "13th Five-Year Plan", which was divided into two periods, the

transformation period(2016-2017) and the development period(2018-2020).

2016-2017

2018-2020TRANSFORMATION

DEVELOPMENT
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Grow Strengthen Improve Enhance
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• Expense policy

• KPI  assessment policy

• Compensation & benefit 

policy

• Sales team development 

policy

• Differentiated 

development policy

• Market competitiveness

• Sales backup capacity

• Operation & management 

capability

• Self-operation capability

• Premium structure

• Leading product 

advantages

• Cost control

• GWP 

• Regular premiums

• Health insurance

• Sales team

I. Operation Guidelines



II. Major Targets

4Growth

3Increase

2Reduction

Key business targets in 2018
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• Premiums

• Value

• Sales team

• Profit

• Performing rate

• Retention rate

• Renewal rate

• Surrender rate

• Fee loss



III. Measures
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Strengthen the building of sales team

Intensify education and training

Focus on protection-type products

Improve self-operation capability of branches

Enhance operation-backing capacities

Increase risk control capability 

1

2

6

4

5

3



Measures

1. Strengthen the building of sales team

• Carry out the vesting right, succession right and
cross-region development right

• Increase dedicated resources for the development 
of sales team

• Expand the number of performing agents

• Implement the strategy of building a “three high”
team

Team Growth

Stick to the strategy of building a “three high” sales team to improve the

quality and invest more resources to improve related policies and expand

the number of agents.
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Measures

• Invest more resources into education and training 

• Prioritize the development of new agents and junior managers

• Build training centers at Yanqing district of Beijing and Hefei city, Anhui

province and encourage branches to build education and training centers

Education and training are closely linked with the development of sales team.

Efforts must be made to ensure sales team can recruit and manage agents and

the company can support, retain and cultivate agents.
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Key areas of 
commitment

New agents Junior managers
Education and 

training centers

2. Intensify education and training



Measures

Health 
Insurance

Pension 
Insurance

Medical 
Insurance

• Health insurance will become the

mainstream product in new policies and

the core product in individual insurance

channel.

• The company offers rich health

insurance products with good

reputation, including Jiankangwuyou, a

critical illness product, Multiple

Protection, a multiple benefits product

and Kangjianjishun, a cancer insurance

product. In alliance with cost-effective

rider insurance, these products can

meet customers’ diversified needs for

healthcare and protection.

• Roll out new pension products under

policy preference.
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3. Focus on protection-type products



Delegate more resources into 
branches and loosen 

restrictions on expense items

Build up market benchmarking 
system to increase market share

Promote examples of best 
practices and functional 

transformation of branches

Establish pie-snatching system 
to encourage hard work. First 

come, first get

Measures

Self-operation 

by branches

• Optimize budget management system.

• Strengthen the guidance for self-operation of branches.
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4. Improve self-operation capability of branches



Premium Collection 

Capability 

Enhance operation-backing capacities

Support Capacity

• Keep cultivating international-

level professionals for 

underwriting and claim 

settlement to forge NCI service 

brand

• Support operation to grow 

business

• Optimize the system platform 

to strengthen IT innovation

Service Capacity

• Accelerate standardization of 

customer service centers

• Carry out special activities such 

as credit accumulation  to 

increase customers’ satisfaction

• Expand self-service for 

customers

Measures

• Keep improving service and operation efficiency with front-office sales and customers as priorities.

• Enhance the whole operation-backing capacities such as premium collection, support and service

capacity.

• Optimize the renewal premium 

collection management system 

to form long-term and stable 

customer relations

• Increase the renewal collection 

capability of sales team to drive 

GWP with renewal business
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5. Enhance operation-backing capacities



Measures
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• Adhere to laws and

regulations to

strengthen

compliance and

accountability

• Strengthen the

four audit centers

• Prevent cash flow

risks and

systematic risks

• Ensure abundant 

solvency

Risk

Control

6. Increase risk control capability 



Conclusion

Half of the people who have embarked on a journey may

fall by the wayside, and thus we must act now and

maintain efforts. In 2018, we will remain true to our

original aspiration, keep in mind our mission and the

overall situation, accelerate development and strive for

NCI’s dream of building Strong NCI, Valuable NCI,

Sustainable NCI and Harmonious NCI.
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Q & A
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